Mixing circuit temperature controller AHC20, AHC21 and AHC22
Controllers AHC are intended to control mixing circuit temperature according to outdoor or room temperature and
requested room temperature. Controllers AHC20 use for operating the room sensor (thermostatically guided), controller and AHC21 use outdoor sensor (weather compensated), controllers AHC22 are universal and have an possibility to
choose the operation mode with outdoor or room sensor. Setup of controller is done with touch sensitive keypad on the
cover of the controller. Display is used to indicate actual temperatures and to setup the
controller.
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Parameter description

Setting
range
10 ÷ 30 °C

Setting of requested room temperature. Controller
maintains setted room temperature by means of 3-point
control of temperature in stand pipe (mixing valve).

Default
value
20 °C

Heating curve steepness

Setting of heat curve steepness which determines the
stand pipe temperature according to outdoor temperature.
Setting of parallel shift of heating curve.

0,2 ÷ 2,6

1,0

-9 ÷ 9 °C

0 °C

With adjustion of heating curve the controller is adapted to the building. Proper heating curve
adjustion is very important for optimal heating control. Heating curve steepness indicates,
what temperature is required for the heating bodies by a determined outdoor temperature. The
steepness value depends mainly on the heating system type (floor, wall, radiator, convector
heating) and insulation of the building.
The heating curve steepness is set correct, if the room temperature remains stable, even by
large outdoor temperature changes.

Setting of maximal stand pipe temperature when heating
is active.
Setting of minimal stand pipe temperature when heating
is active.
Selection of building type (time constant). For heavy
(thick walls) and good isolated buildings select higher value. For light (thin walls, no heat accumulation) and poor
isolated objects select lower value. (AHC21, AHC22)
Setting of cooling curve steepness which determines the
stand pipe temperature according to outdoor temperature. (AHC21, AHC22)
Setting of minimal stand pipe temperature when cooling
is active.
Setting of valve opening direction. At fully opened mixing
valve the circulation is solely through the consumer.
LL - left opening direction
rr - right opening direction
Setting of operation mode.
HE - heating mode
CO - cooling mode
Setting of mixing valve position correction intensity.
Smaller value means shorter movements, higher value
means longer mixing valve movements.
Setting of mixing valve control frequency - how often
mixing valve position is being controlled. Smaller value
means low frequency, higher value means higher frequency of mixing valve corrections.
Sensitivity of mixing valve for stand-pipe temperature
changes. Smaller value means low sensitivity, higher
value means high sensitivity.
Setting of mixing valve running time to compensate the
backlash of actuator and mixing valve assembly, which
occurs by change of rotation direction.
Setting of antiblocking function for pump and mixing
valve. If the pump or mixing valve wasn’t active for the
period of 1 week, the antiblocking function first activates
the pump for 30 seconds and after that opens and closes
the mixing valve.
Setting of display orientation.
0- automatic display orientation with the built-in position
sensor
1- normal display orientation
2- rotated display orientation
Influence of room temperature deviation on stand-pipe
temperature. (AHC20, AHC22)

20 ÷ 99 °C

45 °C

Preferred settings of the heating curve steepness:

0 ÷ 60 °C

20 °C

0 ÷ 12 h

0h

T2 sensor function: (AHC22)
0 - outdoor sensor (weather compensated),
1 - room sensor (thermostatically guided).
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0 ÷ 60 °C
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Setting range
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0,2 - 0,8
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Technical specifications
Power supply = 230 VAC, 50 Hz
Power consumption = <1 VA
Relay output: 4 A, 230 VAC
Sensor T1, T2 = Pt1000 (1080 W 20 °C)
Torque = 6 Nm
Running angle = 2 min/90°
Controller type= PID
Software class= A

Safety class= I
Degree of protection= IP42
Temperature control class:
AHC20= IV; AHC21= III;
AHC22= III (without room temp. sensor)
VII (with room temp. sensor)
Size (l x w x h)= 103 x 84 x 92 mm
Storage temperature= -20 ÷ 65 °C
Operation temperature= 0 ÷ 60 °C
Humidity= 0 ÷ 80 % Rh, non condensing
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